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esa is the first integrated sailing instrument, able to analyze and visualize the performance of your boat at a 

professional level in a simple, direct and fully automatic. 

 

esa is unique in the world because it is able to create and update its own “ database” of the best performances (esa 

polar) caught up from the boat, and to continuously compare them with the navigation data, evidencing how is the 

boat sailing, compared to the maximum of its performances. An algorithm has been developed in order to allow the 

construction of 3dmaps of the real performances that have been reached; these data guide the crew in the tweak of 

the boat. 

 

esa provides the comparison of the real performance  compared to the objective; it automatically elaborates the real 

target of performances of the boat and allows to save them on your  PC; it provides the data for a successful 

departure and acts as multiple repeater of the on board instrumentation; it also provides an historical diagram of the 

wind; it records the data of navigation and departure and provides the processing of them. 

 

esa is a useful instrument to all the levels:  

from the beginner that wants to improve the base regulations of the sails, whether you are in cruise or in regatta,  

to the yachtsman/woman who wants to reach the maximum performances from  his own boat, without having to 

renounce of the aid of a sophisticated instrumentation that generally has costs and complexity of  use much more 

advanced to those of esa.  

 

esa harnesses the power and usability of Apple devices (iPhone, iPad, iPod). 

esa is connected to the instruments of the boat through a specific transmitter that communicates with Apple through 

proprietary data. 

 
The following instructions will enable even novice users very easy  use of the esa program. 
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Introduction: welcome to esa (easy sailing assistance) 
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In order for esa to work properly and be able to express the best of its potential, it is important that the board 

instrumentation is calibrated.  

For all its calculations, esa imports from the board instruments a number of essential data which later processes; Boat 

Speed (BS), Magnetic Heading (HDG), Apparent Angle (AWA) and True Wind (TWA). 

 
Please read carefully the instructions of your navigation system on board and carry out the calibration data as described above in the 

manual. The values of the calibration can vary over time; it is good practice to periodically check them, in order to be sure of both the 

instrumental system board and of esa  to work properly. 

 

 
It is helpful to understand the meaning of the symbols on the screens of esa 

Acronym  Denomination             Meaning 

 

AWA   Apparent Wind Angle   Angle (°) of the apparent wind with respect to its bow (+ from right, -from left) 

AWS   Apparent Wind Speed  Apparent wind speed (knots) 

BS   Boat speed    Speed boat on the water (knots) 

BS pol  Boat Speed Polar   Speed boat as from polar (knots) 

BS pol %  Boat Speed Polar Perc.  Percentage of boat speed over the polar (as target) 

BStg   Boat Speed Target   Boat Speed target upwind/downwind (knots) 

COG   Course Over Ground  Boat’s course over ground (GPS) (knots) 

FL TWD  FairLine TrueWindDirection Wind direction perpendicular to the starting line. 

HDG   Heading    Direction of the magnetic bow (°) 

OPP TACK  Opposite Tack   New Bow (M°) after a tack or jibe sailing with TWA tg 

SOG   Speed Over Ground  Boat speed over ground (GPS) (knots) 

TWA   True Wind Angle   Actual angle (°) of the wind respect to the bow (+from right, - from left) 

TWAtg  True Wind Angle Target  Actual angle of the wind to beat target upwind/downwind (+from right, - from left) 

TWD   True Wind Direction   True Wind direction with respect to North magn. 

TWS   True Wind Speed   True wind speed (knots) 

VMG   Velocity Made Good  Projection of boat speed on the direction of the wind (knots) 
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WARNINGS 
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CAUTION 

 

If you want to restart the esa program (especially in case of errors related to incorrect attribution data, with an output of the program) you should double click the 

home button, hold on one of the app opened at the bottom of the list until you see a red "-". Click on esa to close the app, otherwise esa will remain active in 

background and it will not restart from scratch. 

 

IT’S SIMPLE,  SOME TOUCHES AND READY TO GO!!! 

4. Select an existing esa file or 

create a new one 

5. Press start 

The following presentation helps you to familiarize yourself with the operation modes of esa. 

We recommend using the demos to learn more about esa with the help of this manual. 

 

1. Select the reference file of the 

Yard polar 

1.b.  Activate Demo mode for 

         training use. 

2. Connect the Wi-Fi 

3. Press play 

1 

2 

1 

3 

4 

5 

esa is working 

1

b 
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Funzionalità esa: le 5 schermate principali 
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   THE FIVE MAIN SCREENS 

1. Displaying data navigation. You 

can select 4 data. 
2. Indication of the target: the angle 

to the wind and speed boat for the 

WMG (upwind and stern). 

3. Indication of target speed for any 

wind .angle 

Wind History 5. Starting procedure: time and 

distance from the line. 
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• System of encrypted Wi-Fi connection with dedicated transmitter (dongle esa). 

• Ability to display target on (polar yards) or calculated (esa polar). 

• Target data continuously updated as a function of intensity and wind angle (continuous interpolation). 

 Navigational data collection and printing files. 

 Data collection during the countdown and printing of files. 

 Print of statistics. 

 Calibrating of filtering sensitivity. 

 Ability to enter data target (polar) of the boat, manually or from  iTunes. 

 System analysis on the data recorded and polar (it will be available as accessory during set up stage) 

 Possibility to request specific analysis to ASTRA Yacht srl. 
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   Features of esa: OTHER ASPECTS 
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Button "Wi-Fi" connection 

with on board control unit 

(blue online) 

Choice of Polar files of reference from which the target value of the speed of the boat are extracted (it can be one of those of the 

defaults in esa or one inserted by the user) 

It is possible to display simple statistics of the 

navigation (see.pg22) 

POLAR FILE REFERENCE: 

You can select  a file already stored in 

memory or you can directly insert a new polar 

table with the “create new” button . 

 

A new polar can also be stored using iTunes 

importing it from the PC. (see page 27) 

Play to switch to next page 

of esa. 
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Initial pages: HOME PAGE 

Send registered data in navigation (see.pg19) 

It is possible to practice with esa at home 

activating DEMO mode. 
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•  with button “Create new file” you will insert a new 

name log file, or it will be automatically saved in 

the yymmdd_hhmm format. 

You can create a new file within the app or continue recording on an existing one selected from the list. 

 
The file name is used both for the Log file and the Polar file: 

the Log file is the one containing all navigation data registred every second, usefull for subsequent data analysis; 

the Polar file is the one containing data processed by esa that rappresent the real performance of your boat. 

 

•  Selecting a file from the list, you will 

continue to record on the same. 
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Initial pages: CHOICE “polar file” 

CAUTION:  

To obtain meaningful data from esa you must continue to select the same "polar" file, and sail in different wind speeds in all point of sails. 

 

Incorrect setting of the Speed Boat or wind sensor can lead to erroneous calculations of data. 

 

The polars built by esa have meaning in relation to the calibration of the instruments in the period in which the boat has 

sailed. 

 

NOTE: Do not sail at engine with operative esa program: it will irreparably compromise the computed calculated  data. If you need to sail 

at engine, use the pause button (see page 21). 

 

• Pressing the Start  button will activate esa, and 

will take you to the first page of the program. 
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You can view four data selected from the fourteen available, by selecting them through a light pressure on the 

software keys on the side of the screen. 

 

The selected data appears on a white background. 

 

In addition to the data obtained from the instrumentation, there are those calculated by the esa system : BS tg, tg 

TWA, BS pol, AWA tg, Opp Tack.  

 

 

 

 

You can switch to the various pages by horizontally scrolling the screen or by selecting the scroll at the bottom of the screen. 
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Main screens: NAVIGATION DATA 
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The % shows the relationship between real 

VMG and VMG target. The bar is red for % 

greater than 100 (up to 120). 

True wind angle: is also shown by 

the white pointer. 

Target BS: target speed of the boat for 

maximum VMG. 

To choose an alternative view: 

- 1 TWS, TWD  

- 2 HDG, Opp Tack 

TWA:  the angle of the wind target 

for maximum VMG is indicated 

graphically with a white triangle 

This page shows the optimal boat speed and true wind angle that generate the highest VMG (Velocity 

Made Good ) going up wind and downwind, that are extracted from  the polar table, given the intensity and 

angle of the wind. 

Choice of the polar file: 

-Yard polar (entered by the user)                                              

- esa polar (calculated in self-learning). 

Boat Speed: real speed 

of the boat 
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Main Screens: PERFORMANCE TARGET (upwind and downwind) (1/2) 
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The signal ‘Update’ lights up every time the 

system generates a new target in the process 

of self-learning. 

The target angle 

calculated by esa 

has a red edge. The speed target calculated by 

esa is bordered, and if you sail 

from a point that esa has not 

calculated yet, the data Yard 

Polar appears (without edge). 

It is the same of the previous screen, except  from the fact that the reference table selected is ESA  polar  

(see below).  

The system gives a graphical indication to distinguish the target generated from  in self-learning, from those entered by 

the user (whether esa has not built its own target yet), v. all. to 1. 

Esa Polar Table is displayed. 
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Main screens: PERFORMANCE TARGET with “ESA polar” (2/2)  
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Boat Speed: velocità 

attuale imbarcazione  

%: ratio of boat speed and boat polar 

speed. If % is greater than 100 (up to 120), 

the bar becomes red. 

TWA: true wind angle with the boat, both 

numerical and graphical (white pointer) 

Polar BS: optimum speed table extracted from polar table, 

interpolated with the data of angle and the intensity of the 

true wind. 

TWS: true wind speed 

TWD: true wind direction 

If you are not sailing upwind or downwind, the speed goal is underlined, obtaining data from the active polar 

table, and calculating the goal depending on the angle of the boat with the true wind and its intensity: targets 

are continuously updated in real time. 
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Main screens: POLAR PERFORMANCE (in all point of sails) 
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• TWD: true wind direction, avg 

indicates the average value (320), 

in the center you can see the 

current value (315). 

 

• TWS: true wind intensity, avg 

indicates the mean value (12.7), in 

the center you can see the current 

value (12.4). 

 

• The graphs show the conditions of 

TWS and TWD in the last 20 

minutes; the most recent values are 

those at the top. 

It is useful to have an immediate feedback of recent wind, and to easily understand if there are common trends of 

changes. 

It is displayed in a graphical form with the addition of the mean and instantaneous values of intensity and 

direction. 
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Main screens: WIND HISTORY 
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• The placement is done at a low speed 

evaluating the point at the bow of the boat 

 on the line, to remedy the misalignment 

between the GPS antenna’s position and 

bow. 

You can find the page of the starting procedure by scrolling right from the start of the navigation data. 

Bring the boat close to the far left of the starting line (port) and with a slight pressure on the 

flag symbol P (port) blinking, attach the first end of the line. The flag  P becomes  

red. Similarly we proceed with the far right of the line (starboard). The  flag S becomes green. 

CAUTION: 

To ensure that the system works, you need to interface the instruments on board with a GPS antenna, and you also 

have to check if esa receives the GPS data (just make sure that SOG is active, with the boat moving the data must be 

different from zero). 

When the starting line is defined, the 

procedure automatically provides all the 

data (see next page). 

DEFINITION OF STARTING LINE 

• You can replace the points of the line 

holding the flag where you want to make 

the changes. 
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Main screens: STARTING PROCEDURE (1/5) 
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Once positioned the ends of the line (P and S), the system provides, in a single page, the data you need for a  

correct start setting. 

Graphical indication of the angle of the  

wind from the line. 

  Distance of the boat from Right End (S) 

or Left End(P) of the line. 

Time: Outside: Time to reach the 

           ends of the line (P & S); 

           Inside: time to reach  the line  

           sailing close-hauled.   

GAIN: gain in meters from the 

favorite extreme/furthest (P or 

S). 

DISTANCE TO LINE: Distance from the 

line measured perpendicular to the 

same: 

positive values ii you are inside; 

negative values if you are out. 

START/STOP  

Timer selectable 

from1 to 10 minutes. 

Start Countdown. 

Synchronization 

timer: press for a 

second. 

FL TWD: wind direction perpendicular to the line 

(specify the TWD for which the line is neutral). 

SIZES  HIGHLIGHTED ON THE DEPARTURE PROCEDURE 
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Main screens: STARTING PROCEDURE (2/5) 

At the end of the Countdown, a stopwatch 

start to measure the race time. 
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If it is impossible to cross the starting line sailing close-hauled, the time T VMG displayed is -:- (see figure).  

In this way we also are informed that we are placed behind the lay line to that pin end (S in figure), so we need at 

least one tack to reach it. 

If we are on the course side of the starting line, Distance to Line show a negative value 

and the T VMG display OUT.  
 

Note: esa does not consider the time of the turn; therefore for the two boats at the C point in the figure, the times given will be the same, 

even if the red one, in order to reach the starting line, will have to tack, with consequent loss of speed. 

 

P S 

C 

For the Start procedure esa creates specific targets, reducing those of polar yards of a predetermined percentage, 

considering that the performance is lower at that stage. With these new targets and distances given by esa, the 

instrument display the time required to reach the ends of the line (P &S), and the time for the starting line sailing on a 

close-hauled course, here called T VMG. 

METHOD OF CALCULATION OF THE TIMES: T P/S, T VMG 
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Main screens: STARTING PROCEDURE (3/5) 

DISTANCE TO LINE 

1
0

0
.1

 m
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 Main screens: STARTING PROCEDURE (4/5) 

 
Time To Burn (TTB), or how long we are early on the starting line. 

Pressing the Time button we can toggle time from absolute to Time to Burn (TTB), that is the time we need to burn 

to avoid premature start.  

The instrument calculates TTB = CountDown – Time reliving the tactician that task. 

TTB = 0:00 means ‘no more time to burn’ or ‘go for the start’. 

 

Fig.1. Fig.2. 

In this example, pressing Time we can display Times to Burn for the end pins (2:25 for P and 2:08 for S pin) 

and times to Burn for the starting line sailing close-hauled port tack (2:37) and starboard tack (2:33). 
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SETTING “THE TIME OF SAFETY” 

There could be different situations in which the distance from the starting line is not secure, for example: 

1. I fixed the pin ends in a bad way; 

2. GPS is inaccurate (the normal GPS can make mistakes of 4-5 m, up to 10m); 

3. My GPS update is slow, in this case the boat could be more forward than indicated by data; 

4. There is a lot of current that pushes beyond the line.  

 

If you do not want to risk starting OCS (ex: with black flag), you can set a margin of safety in seconds, which allows to 

calibrate the time of approach to the line, depending on actual conditions. 

 

In order to do so, you must simulate a start and see if the instrument brings us in advance on the line; if so, set the 

number of seconds of advance (occurred in the test) on the window at the top left and repeat the procedure. 
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Main screens: STARTING PROCEDURE (5/5) 
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What is a file "polar"? 

It is a file that shows the performance target: the reference polar, see page 8, the polar esa (calculated both port 

and starboard) and the calculated target of vmg. 

What is a file “polarEsa”? 

It’s a file containing all registred VMG data, both port and starboard, with a TWS interval of 0,2 Knots. it’s usefull for 

the performance analysis of the race. 

What is a file "log"? 

It  is a file where you can find all the navigation data sequentially recorded. The data is recorded every second, 

either for all the navigation or the starting. 

The date and time are automatically inserted before the name "polar files" selected (see page 9). 

 

With esa you can send log files and polar via email (see images below), and extract them with iTunes on your  

own computer (new tools will be available to simplify data processing). 
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Other screens : SEND MAIL file LOG e POLAR (1/4) 
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Choice of the polar to display: 

- Yard polar polar chosen by the user; 

- esa polar, calculated by esa. 

Home: to go back to the 

home page and stop the 

program. 

Pause on the recording of log files and 

self-learning stage; 

to be used absolutely if you use the 

engine in order to preserve the data 

calculated by esa. 

Change page buttons (in addition to sliding  

horizontally on the screen). 

Wi-Fi signal level, far more indicative 

than the Apple device. 

Automatical update of the target. 

It opens the setting of the filter. 
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Other screens : COMMAND BAR (2/4) 
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It allows you to select your instruments brand and to set the correct Damping for data visualization. 

 

It’s raccomended, for a perfect functionality of the system, to select the right instrument brand you are connected to. 

This selection affect the filters values optimized for each instrument type.  
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Other screens: SETTING (3/4) 

• Damping: change this value from 1 

second (stable values) to 9 seconds (very 

instable values) 

 

• Save &return: saves the new settings 

and goes back to the previous page, the 

recorded settings will be used in the 

following switchings of esa. 

 

• Your instrument brand: select your 

boats instruments brand for a good quality 

of data processing. 
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It gives the percentage of performance, based on the chosen log file and compared to the target used in the polar 

navigation (yard polar or esa polar), regarding both the VMG targets and the Polar ones. 

Select range of wind. Example:  the boat has sailed  40% of the 

time, between 75% and 85% of  the target. 

It is possible to select the different intensity of wind and fully 

evalute the results. 
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Other screens: STATISTICS (4/4) 
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- On board instruments: 

– SeaTalk – Raymarine * 

– B&G 

– Nexus2 – Silva 

– NKE Marine Electronics * 

– -------- 

* (on-board NMEA converter ) 

iPhone iPad iPod touch 
STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM 

 

 

 

-User interface: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- esa Wi-Fi DONGLE: 
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Devices: HARDWARE-DEVICES 
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Hardware Cable Function of DONGLE Converter  Connector Seatalk 

Red +12V SeaTalk Red (+12V) 

Blue GND SeaTalk White (GND) 

Green Dati IN RS232 OUT +, o NMEA out 

Example of connection “esa DONGLE” with “converter SeaTalk” 

 

•  esa DONGLE Wi-Fi is protected from polar inversions, it is not waterlight, it is easy to connect to the boat 

instrumentation, and uses the data NMEA 0183 

•  You need to install it where the transmition of the data from the antenna to the apple receiving them is not  

screened, you should try the reach and the stability of the Wi-Fi connection in different configurations. 

•  The exit cables of DONGLE have the following tasks and connections: 

 
Hardware Cable Function of DONGLE Connect to: 

Red +12V Positive 12 v electrical system/tools 

Blue GND Ground electrical system/tools 

Green Data IN RS232 OUT +, o NMEA out 

• If the tools are using a different language from NMEA 0183, you need to use a “translator”, this is 

required for NKE instrumentation and Raymarine 

 CAUTION:  

Sometimes the Wi-Fi transmition could interfere with the GPS if DONGLE Wi-Fi is placed near the GPS antenna: check 

them and in case place the two devices far from each other; 1 or 2 metres are usually enough. 

 

NOTE: esa  works only with esa DONGLE Wi-Fi with automatical start up of the coded connection and of the SW esa, 

on the first connection between DONGLE and SW 
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Devices: esa DONGLE WiFi 
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esa is the only instrument in the world which, starting from the navigation data, calculates the actual  target and updates the polar in real 

time; first, by selecting  esa polar the data loaded by default are displayed (the polar site, the IMS data, ...); during the navigation esa 

calculates the best performance achieved and builds the targets of esa polar in real-time, by constructing a tridimensional diagram called 

Real-time Polar Diagram (RTPD). 

As these target are built, the system displays the building with the switch of the update light in the bottom right corner. If you sail at a 

condition that has been constructed, esa displays a target in a white square (in the screen target a red outline on the indication of TWA tgt 

also appears). 

TWA 

BS 

TWS 

TWA_tgt 

BS_polar 

BS_tgt 

Update RTPD  RTPD Algorithm 
Navigation data 

VMG_tgt 

The algorithm within esa allows you to: 
- Evaluate the actual performance of a sailing boat in consideration of only the navigation data; 
- Calculate the diagrams of polar in real time (it updates them in relationship of the best performance progressively obtained); 

- Assess the performance through a comparison of the measured speed of the boat and the one calculated  for RTPD 
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Annex 1: 
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You can enter data of the polars in the esa program both with 

direct write option, (see page 8) and through iTunes. 

 

In the  iTunes page you select the device app, and at the bottom 

on the left side of the page you select esa Regatta (or a demo 

if you want to practice). 

 

You select the file to be inserted, with the function  “add”. 

 

After the entry, the file appears in the data visible on iTunes. 

  

It is inserted into the program, between the polar and is 

selectable or editable as a pole inserted originally. 

CAUTION:  

If you insert a new polar use only esa format txt, to avoid program crash. See website www.AstraYacht.com: File Polar Yard (located in: 

Downloads, esa Data & Polar  Analyser). 
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Annex 2: INPUT POLAR BY iTUNES 
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esa processes the data of the target during its operation, building files of polar (polar) that are saved together with  

logging data of navigation and departure (Log). 

It is possible to extract the files (see page 20) and print them or use them with other programs, for example Excel, for 

processing them; this is a specific application for PC, which will be supplied as an accessory. 

 

The file consists of three polar components (see also next page): 

• The first part represents the polar reference (polar Yard) that selects the opening of the program with the classic 

format, see 1) next page; 

• The second part represents the polar built by esa. This has the particularity to be different  between right and left, to 

avoid errors in the construction of the target due to misalignments of the wind sensor (this also allows you to verify the 

existing misalignments). Then the data can be used to construct the average values, or compared with the reference 

polar, see 2) next page; 

• The third part presents the data target vmg calculated by esa, their value mediated between left and right. 

  
CAUTION: 

Zero values in esa polar correspond to conditions where you have not sailed for a time long enough to calculate a target   

value. 

  

The quality of processed data (in addition to the calibration of instruments) depends on how you have navigated, the 

target represent the capability expressed during the sailing. 
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Annex 3: PRINT DATA POLAR ESA (1/2)  
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1) Yard polar selected, see. page 8 

2) Polare rigth/left calculated by esa 

3) Target data (WMG) calculated by esa 

The file can be used for further processing with the “esa Data & Polar Analyzer”, now available on Astra Yacht web site, 

www.astrayacht.com  
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Annex 4: EXAMPLE OF POLAR FILE PRINT (2/2)  

http://www.astrayacht.com
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•  HELP YOU TO UNDERSTAND HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS AND TO PRATICE. 

 

•  The Demo has the characteristic to replicate all the functionality of the program, without esa being connected to the 

boat during navigation. It has a data simulator that allows the program to run (it is like to be really on board of a ship 

that makes the paths you see below). 

 

• Demo mode  is build in order to finalize especially the starting procedure. 

 

•  To set properly the starting line, after started the program go immediately to the start page, set the S pin by pressing 

the S flag; after about 35 seconds press the P flag  too. You will have the starting line with all the data available. 

 

Demo Start path Demo Regatta path 

Wind direction 

Wind 

direction 

The pictures alongside show 

the two paths that are 

simulated in the demo, the 

north is upwards. They can 

give an idea of how the route is 

developed. 
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Annex 5: USE OF DEMO VERSIONS 
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“esa Data & Polar Analyzer”, signs 

You can easily import files saved from esa on your Apple device, both polar files, VMG files and log files ( the program 

is disposable at www.atrayacht.com) 

 

Through the various pages of the program you can perform the following analysis: 

• General: comparison between calculated esa polar and the yard polar used as reference; 

• Graphical analysis: graphic comparison between yard and esa polar; 

• VMG analysis: graphic comparison between esa calculated BoatSpeed, TWAtgt, VMGtgt and the 

corresponding target yard, both upwind downwind; 

• Logging: sheet for the analysis of telemetry data navigation; you can view the area of  the regattas or sailing 

(with Google Maps) and analyze the performance on the dashboard; 

• Start Procedure: sheet for the analysis of telemetry starting data, both visual and analytical analysis of the 

starting procedure. 
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